
  

 
Abstract— Experimental prediction of the in-orbit transient 

performance of a nanosatellite space radiator requires a ground-based 
equivalent space radiator capable of high precision simulation under a 
wide range of various working conditions. This paper presents the 
working principle and the fuzzy control algorithm of a novel 
intelligent equivalent physical simulator (EPS) consisting of a 
thermoelectric cooler (TEC), a plate-fin heat sink and a forced cooling 
fan and a integrated fuzzy controller. The TEC-based IEPS achieves 
the purpose of simulating the in-orbit transient heat radiation in an 
earth atmospheric environment by adapting two key parameters: the 
TEC cooling capacity, and the thermal resistance of the heat-sink 
cooling fan. This paper offers the design and evaluation of a fuzzy 
controller for the IEPS as an attractive alternative to the traditional 
PID controller. The fuzzy control presented here will have other 
potential thermal control applications where TECs and forced cooling 
heat sinks are employed.   

Index Terms—Nanosatellite, space radiator, ground-based physical 
simulation, thermoelectric cooler, fuzzy control. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
ecent advances in MEMS fabrication technology have 
resulted in a number of emerging mechatronics.  Among 
them are nanosatellites (each with a wet mass between 1 

and 10 kg or 2.2–22 lb), which have the potential of 
revolutionizing the space industry and can help achieve 
ambitious missions such as inter-spacecraft communications [1] 
and earth observation [2]. Space radiators play an important 
role in dissipating heat generated inside the satellite to the space 
environment [3], and this transfer process is dominated by the 
heat radiation at the radiator surface [4]-[7]. Because of its 
large power density, small thermal capacity and small available 
surface area for radiation, nanosatellites are subject to 
relatively stiff heat dissipating task. The impacts of external 
heat flux (such as direct solar radiation, earth infrared radiation 
and earth reflected solar radiation) on the transient thermal 
response of the radiators and on the internal temperature 
dynamics of the nanosatellite are much higher than that of large 
ones. These, combined with highly integrated systems that 
dissipate large amounts of power in a small volume, demand 

careful design of the thermal control system in order to meet 
stringent temperature control requirements.  

Since the ground based experiments are the primary ways to 
investigate satellites’ in-orbit performance before launched, the 
space simulator become an essential tool for predicting the 
thermal behaviors of the satellite surfaces which include 
radiators [8]. A typical space simulator usually consists of a 
vacuum chamber, heat sink, cryogenic subsystem, heating 
subsystem and vacuum pumping subsystem [9]-[11]. This 
ground-based physical simulation approach has been widely 
used in the thermal cycling, vacuum and balance tests [12]-[14] 
for a satellite.  However, these traditional space simulators are 
too large, complex and slow for investigating the dynamics of 
the internal thermal control loop strategies of the nanosatellite 
or the effects of active thermal control, where critical response 
time requirements must be met.   

A smaller and simpler (but with a faster response) 
ground-based physical apparatus, referred to here as an 
equivalent physical simulator (EPS), is required as a rational 
basis for simulating the nanosatellite space radiator and for 
investigating the dynamic performance of its internal thermal 
control system. Thermoelectric coolers (TECs), which are 
much more compact than other kinds of refrigerators, are 
among the best candidates for the EPS, because of their small 
size, low thermal inertia, fast dynamic response and easy of 
control. Although the TEC has been widely employed in the 
thermal management of electronic systems where extremely 
stable temperature control is required, most of the studies have 
largely focused on the design, analysis and experiment of 
thermoelectric elements [15]-[20]. Due to the highly non-linear 
dynamic behavior of the thermoelectric module [21], it is very 
difficult to model its transient performance accurately with 
theoretical equations; thus, a linear approximation is often 
rendered to simplify it for control system design. A practical 
alternative to this perturbation control system analysis is the 
employment of fuzzy logics, which has shown some potential 
to improve the control effect of thermoelectric system [22]. 
Similar improvements can also be found in other fuzzy 
applications like robotic tracking of moving objects [23], robot 
navigation [24], gas turbine control [25], and more recently 
mechatronic system modeling [26]. However, unlike the 
traditional TEC applications where the cold–side temperature 
is usually the only controlled variable and is always lower than 
the surrounding temperature [15]-[22], the desired cold-side 
working temperature of the TEC for the ground-based space 
radiator EPS may be higher than, lower than or equal to the 
atmosphere temperature.  In addition, the cooling heat flux and 
cold-side temperature of the TEC during the transient in earth 
convection environment must be controlled with high precision 
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to simulate those of the space radiation heat transfer. These 
differences demand advanced intelligent control strategies to 
meet the stringent requirements including a wide working 
range and high simulating precision of the ground-based EPS.  

The remainder of this paper offers the followings: 
• We present the working principle, dynamical model of a 

novel intelligent equivalent physical simulator (EPS) 
developed for a nanosatellite space radiator (nS-SR). The 
intelligent EPS consisting of a TEC and a fan/sink cooling 
system simulates the heat dissipating effect of the nS-SR by 
adjusting the TEC cooling capacity under intelligent fuzzy 
control. The TEC-based EPS is conveniently small and 
structurally simple but sufficiently fast in dynamic response 
for ground-based experimental investigation of the transient 
performance impact on the internal thermal control system of 
the nS-SR being tested. 

• We offer an intelligent fuzzy control approach for controlling 
the TEC and its hot-side working temperature, and 
numerically evaluate its control performances (subject to step 
disturbances due to thermal load changes and air temperature 
variation) against those under traditional PID control.  As 
will be shown, the response of the fuzzy controlled EPS 
agrees well with that of the simulated nS-SR.  In addition, it 
offers a faster response and exhibits a smaller overshoot than 
that under PID control. 

II. PRINCIPLE, CONFIGURATION AND DYNAMICAL 
 EQUATIONS OF EPS 

The function of a nanosatellite space radiator (nS-SR) is to 
dissipate heat generated inside the satellite to the space 
environment as shown in Fig. 1 where Tr is the temperature at 
the radiator surface (with area A). When flying in the low earth 
orbit, the nS alternates between in the shadow of the earth and 
in the direct exposure of sunlight. In orbit, the transfer process 
at the outer surface of the nS-SR is dominated by the heat 
radiation (Fig. 1a) with the net radiant heat flux given by 

3
4

r r
1

i i
i

Q AT A qεσ α
=

= − ∑  (1)

where σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant;  ε is the radiator 
surface emittance;  αi and qi are the radiator absorptions and 
radiant heat flux density at the outer surface respectively; and 
the subscripts, i=1, 2, and 3, denote the contributions from the 
solar radiation, earth radiation, and albedo (or the earth surface 
reflectivity of sun radiation) respectively.  

Before the nanosatellite is launched into its orbit, the heat 
dissipation is governed by heat convection between the radiator 
and the earth’s atmosphere (Fig.1b) with the net convective 
heat flux expressed as  

r er r r a( )Q Q h A T T= − −   (2)
where Qer is total external radiation heat flux absorbed by the 
simulated nS-SR; Ta is the atmosphere temperature; and hr is 
the heat transfer coefficient. 

The need to simulate the space radiation heat transfer (1) 
under heat transfer mode (2) in earth convection environment, 
makes it necessary to develop a ground-based simulator that 
can experimentally investigate the static temperature 

distribution and transient temperature response of the 
nanosatellite so that its in-orbit thermal control effects are well 
understood, especially during the design and development 
phase, and the evaluation testing stage of a new satellite. 

4
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(a) In-orbit (b) In-earth-atmosphere

Fig.1 Heat transfer of a nanosatellite space radiator 

A. Equivalent Physical Simulator (EPS) of the nS-SR 
Figure 2 shows the EPS for realistically simulating the 

thermal behavior of an nS-SR on ground. The primary 
components of the EPS are the thermoelectric cooler (TEC) and 
the plate-fin heat sink with the forced cooling fan. A heat flux 
sensor (denoted as Qc in Fig. 2) is mounted on the cold-side of 
the TEC while temperature sensors are placed on both hot- and 
cold-sides of the TEC, which are denoted in Fig. 2 as Th and Tc 
respectively. When the EPS is employed for ground-based 
experiments, the cold-side of the TEC is attached to the nS-SR 
surface. As shown in Fig. 2, the other surfaces of the 
nanosatellite are covered with thermal insulation so that the 
influence of earth atmosphere to their thermal states can be 
minimized. Electric heating elements are placed on the inside 
of this thermal insulation layer to control the thermal load Qi, 
and hence simulate the surface temperature of the tested nS-SR. 

Tested 
nanosatellite

Equivalent space radiatorThermal insulation

Electric heating film FanHeat sink

Th

Tc

Qc

TEC

 
Fig. 2 Equivalent Physical Simulator (EPS) 

In operation, the electric current input to the TEC is adjusted 
according to the cooling heat flux and temperature at the cold 
side of the TEC to simulate the cooling effect of the nS-SR 
equivalently.  Since the real temperature Tr (of the nS-SR being 
simulated) may be higher or lower than the earth atmosphere 
temperature Ta, a flexible controller for the hot-side 
temperature Th must be designed so that both cold-case (Tr < Ta) 
and hot-case (Tr ≥Ta) can be simulated. This means that the 
thermal resistance of the heat sink must be adjusted according 
to the cold-side temperature Tc. This is realized by 
manipulating the electric current that drives the forced cooling 
fan. 
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B. Principle and Dynamical Equations 
To illustrate the operational principle, we treat the cold-side 

of the TEC as a lumped-parameter node in modeling the EPS 
dynamics:  

( )c c c c i cV c T Q Qρ = −&  (3)
where (Vc, ρc, cc) are the volume, average density and specific 
heat of the TEC; Tc and Qi are the temperature and the thermal 
load at the cold-side of TEC; and Qc  is the TEC cooling 
capacity. The theoretical cooling capacity of the TEC for a 
specified electric current It passing through it is given by (3a): 

( )2
c t c t t h c/ 2Q T I RI K T Tα= − − −  (3a)

where αt, R and K are the Seeback coefficient, electrical 
resistance, and thermal conductivity of the TEC respectively; 
and Th is the hot-side temperature of the TEC.  

In order to simulate the in-orbit thermal behavior of the 
nS-SR equivalently using the TEC, the cooling capacity Qc and 
the cold-side temperature Tc of the TEC should be equal to the 
net radiant heat flux Qr and the working temperature Tr of the 
nS-SR respectively; in other words,  

c rQ Q→  at c r = specified working temperatureT T→ (3b) 
The desired condition (3b) is accomplished by adjusting the 

electric current It of the TEC to reach the equivalent cooling 
effect.  Since (3a) and (3b) must be met simultaneously, the 
electric current to drive the TEC for simulating the in-orbit heat 
radiation can be found by equating them: 

( )2 2
t t c t c e

1 2I T T RQ
R

α α= ± −  (4)

where 
3

4
e c h c

1

( )i i
i

Q AT A q K T Tεσ α
=

= − + −∑  (4a)

The lower value of the solution of (4) is preferred to reduce the 
TEC power consumption P which is given by 

2
t h c t t( )P T T I I Rα= − +  (5)

Similarly, we treat the TEC hot-side and the heat-sink 
together as another lumped-parameter node, and neglect the 
small thermal resistance between the TEC and the heat sink. 
The total heat flux Qh (including Qc and that generated from the 
TEC) reaching the hot-side of the TEC must be rejected to the 
earth atmosphere (at temperature Ta) through the heat sink. The 
cooling fan offers a means to manipulate the thermal resistance 
Rh between the hot-side of the TEC and earth atmosphere by 
adjusting its electric current If. Thus, the EPS dynamics at the 
hot-side is given by (6): 

( ) ( )h h h h h h a h/V c T Q T T Rρ = − −&  (6)
where (Vh, ρh, ch) are the volume, density and specific heat of 
the heat sink. The heat flux Qh (=Qc+P) pumped to the TEC 
hot-side can be calculated from: 

2
h t h t t h c/ 2 ( )Q T I RI K T Tα= + − −  (6a)

The desired thermal resistance Rh of the heat sink, which is 
defined in (6b), is determined from the forced convection at the 
heat-sink surface: 

h a h h
h

h pa pa

1 exp( )    where =
exp( ) 1

T T h A
R

Q mc mc
γ γ η

γ
⎛ ⎞−

= = ⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟ −⎝ ⎠& &
(6b) 

where γ is the number of transfer units of the heat sink; ( m& , cpa) 

are the mass flow rate and specific heat of the forced cooling air; 
(η, Ah) are the fin efficiency and heat transfer area of the heat 
sink; and hh is the convective heat transfer coefficient between 
the heat sink surface and air. 
 Given the cooling capacity Qc in (3a) and power supply P in 
(5), the TEC performance can be evaluated using the parameter 
coefficient of performance (COP) defined in (7): 

cCOP Q P=  (7)
A high COP means less power consumed by the TEC, the key 
component in simulating the nS-SR.  

 
III. INTELLIGENT CONTROL STRATEGIES AND  

NUMERICAL INVESTIGATION RESULTS  
The TEC as well as the forced cooling fan with heat sink of 

the EPS are typical nonlinear controlled systems. There are 
difficulties in reducing their nonlinear constitutive equations to 
simple linear models and yet accurately and conveniently 
reflecting their dynamics [19]. Also, there are challenges of 
experimentally identifying the parameters that characterize the 
linear dynamical model at various working conditions [21]. To 
overcome these difficulties, we explore here a fuzzy control 
algorithm as an effective alternative to traditional control 
methods [22] [23]. 

A. Operating Patten and Strategies 

  The two following case-operations are required of the 
TEC-based EPS simulation: 

Cold-case (Tr < Ta) and hot-case (Tr ≥ Ta) 
However, for equivalent-ground-based experiments, the TEC 
hot-side temperature Th must be higher than earth atmosphere 
temperature Ta to allow for heat dissipation, and as low as 
possible for economical operation of the TEC. To 
accommodate these requirements, the hot-side temperature Th 
of the TEC is adapted using the control strategy (8): 

a c
h

   if  (cold-case)
   if  (hot-case) 

r a

c h r a

T T T
T

T T T
δ
δ

+ <⎧
= ⎨ + ≥⎩

 (8)

where δc and δh are small positive constants for efficient 
operation of the TEC and the ease of control of the cooling fan. 
This can be realized by adjusting the electric current of the 
cooling fan. The results are illustrated in Fig. 3 showing the 
desired variation in the thermal resistance Rh, and the 
corresponding hot-side dissipated heat Qh and temperature Th 
as a function of the cooling air velocity vs. 

  
(a) Thermal resistance changes 
with the velocity of cooling air 

        (b) Effect of thermal resistance 
variation 

Fig. 3 Variation of hot-side thermal resistance and its effects 

B. Intelligent Controller 

Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show the block diagram illustrating 
the EPS control system and the fuzzy logic controller. The 
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hardware implementing the intelligent controller is illustrated 
in Fig. 4(c), where two sensors measuring Tc and heat flux Qc 
are mounted on the cold-side, and another temperature sensor is 
placed on the hot-side of the TEC. The sensing signals are fed 
to the integrated control unit as inputs. The control unit outputs 
two signals manipulating the electric currents that drive the 
TEC and the cooling fan of the heat sink.  

   
(a) Control block diagram 

Fu
zz

ifi
er

D
ef

uz
zi

fie
r

t
dτ∫０

d
dt

 
(b) Fuzzy control system components 

C
oo

lin
g 
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n

 
(c) EPS control system configuration 

Fig. 4 Block diagrams illustrating the EPS controller 

As shown in Fig. 4(a), the cold-side cooling heat flux Qc 
and the hot-side temperature Th are manipulated through the 
electrical currents (It and If) to the TEC and the cooling fan 
respectively. The corresponding reference values are given by 
the following converting functions: 

4
cr c erQ AT Qεσ= −  (9)

and hr c amax( , )T T T δ= +  (10)
where Qer is the total external space heat flux absorbed by the 
simulated nS-SR.  In (10), δ  is small constant (usually about 1 
to 5K) and is added to maintain a positive (Th−Ta) under the 
cold-case or a positive (Th−Tc) under the hot-case so that heat 
can be transferred out of the heat-sink or the TEC respectively.  

Figure 4(b) shows the fuzzy incremental controller 
consisting of a fuzzifier, an inference engine, a defuzzifier and 
a fuzzy rule-base.  The inputs to the fuzzifier are the error en 
and its difference ecn normalized by the factors Ke and Kc.  
Similarly, the output ucn (scaled by the factor Ku) leaving the 
defuzzifier is a normalized increment of the controlling 
variable u (If or Ic). The input and output variables to the fuzzy 
controller are characterized by the fuzzy sets, linguistic values 
and associated analytical ranks in Table 1. Each fuzzy set (or its 

linguistic value) is defined by a Gaussian membership function 
shown in Fig. 5. The membership functions have an overlap 
with each other in order to provide a smooth output transition 
between regions. 

The controller output is determined from the linguistic rules 
in the following form: 

n cn cn ( , )IF  is  and  is , THEN  is i j k i je E e CE u CU  

where Ei and CEj and CUk(i,j) are the fuzzy values of  en, ecn and 
ucn; and the subscript variables i, j, and k(i,j) denote the 
analytical ranks associated with these linguistic values in Table 
2. For a two-input system (en and ecn, each with nine fuzzy 
values), a fully populated rule base will have 9×9=81 input rule 
combinations derived with the aid of simulations, which 
suggest the following: 
− A positive error en can be effectively reduced by a positive input 

increment to TEC but a negative input increment to the cooling fan. 
− When the error en is positively large but its difference ecn is 

negatively large, the input increments to TEC should be zero or 
negatively low (while to the cooling fan should be zero or positively 
low) because a reverse error change rate can effectively reduce the 
control output changes in order to achieve a better result. 

− Similarly, when en is negatively large but ecn is positively large, the 
input increments to TEC should be zero or positively low, and that 
to the cooling fan should be zero or negatively low. 

TABLE 1: FUZZY SETS AND THEIR LINGUISTIC VALUES 
Fuzzy 
sets Ranks Linguistic values Fuzzy 

sets Ranks Linguistic values

NS −4 negative super PS 4 positive super 
NH −3 negative high PH 3 positive high 
NM −2 negative medium PM 2 positive medium 
NL −1 negative low PL 1 positive low 
ZE 0 zero    

* Associated ranks are for the convenience of rules producing. 

 
Fig. 5 Membership functions 

On the basis of these insights, the rank-based rule generating 
policy is derived in (11):   

[ ](1 )     TEC control
( , )

[ (1 ) ]      Fan control
i j

k i j
i j

ϕ ϕ
ϕ ϕ

⎧+ + −
= ⎨

− + −⎩
 (11)

where φ is the error impact power determined by the rank of the 
input error. Here the same parameter producing law is used for 
both TEC control and its fan control: 

0.8 0.1     where 0 4i iϕ = − ≤ ≤  (12)
Fuzzy control rules produced by (11) and (12) for the 
intelligent control of the TEC and heat-sink cooling fan are 
plotted in Fig.6, which are rounded off to integer ranks for 
characterizing into a 9-element fuzzy set {NS, NH, NM, NL, 
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ZE, PL, PM, PH, PS}. As the control rules (Fig. 6b) for the 
cooling fan are complements of those for the TEC (Fig. 6a), 
only the fuzzy control rules of the TEC intelligent controller are 
summarized up in Table 2. 

In Fig. 4(b), the output from the defuzzifier takes the form: 
9 9 9 9

cn cn, , ( , ) ( , )
1 1 1 1

k k i j k i j
i j i j

u u λ λ
= = = =

⎛ ⎞
⎜ ⎟=
⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

∑∑ ∑∑  (13)

where ucn,k and λk(i,j) are the representative discrete element and 
membership degree of the output fuzzy set CUk(i,j).  The next 
control step u′  can then be determined in terms of the current 
control step u and ucn by (14): 

u cnu u K u′ = +  where { }t f,u I I∈  (14)

 
(a) TEC control (b) Forced cooling fan control 

Fig. 6 Surface map of the fuzzy control rule base 
TABLE 2: FUZZY CONTROL RULES OF TEC 

Ei/CEi NS NH NM NL ZE PL PM PH PS
NS NS NH NH NM NM NL ZE ZE PL
NH NH NH NM NM NL NL ZE ZE ZE
NM NH NM NM NM NL NL ZE ZE ZE
NL NM NM NL NL NL ZE ZE ZE PL
ZE NL NL ZE ZE ZE ZE ZE PL PL
PL NL ZE ZE ZE PL PL PL PM PM
PM ZE ZE ZE PL PL PM PM PM PH
PH ZE ZE ZE PL PL PM PM PH PH
PS NL ZE ZE PL PM PM PH PH PS

C. Simulation of the Dynamics and Control 
To examine the effectiveness of the fuzzy controlled 

intelligent EPS under different working condictions, we predict 
its dynamics subject to disturbances due to  

• a −5K step change in the atmosphere temperature Ta.  
• a  +10% step change in the input thermal load Qi and   

As a basis for evaluation, we compare the predictions against 
simulations of a PID controlled EPS system (with parameters 
Kp, Kp/Ti, KpTd/Ts, where Kp is a proportional gain; Ti and Td are 
the integral and derivative times in seconds respectively; and Ts 
is the sampling period). The parameter values of the controllers 
and their controlled EPS used in the simulation are summarized 
in Table 3 and Table 4.  

TABLE 3: PARAMETERS OF SIMULATED CONTROLLERS  

Fuzzy controller PID controller 
Parameters TEC  Fan Parameters TEC  Fan 

Ke  0.05  0.01 Kp 0.055  −0.05 
Kc  0.05  0.01 Ti 10  15 
Ku  1.0  1.0 Td 0.05 0 

Sampling period, Ts =1.0 second 

The effectiveness of the fuzzy controller (Fig. 4) along with 
the Th adaptation strategy (10) can be observed from the 
simulated transient responses of the cold- and hot-side 
temperatures (Tc and Th) given in Figs.7, 8 and 9: 

• As shown in Fig 7(a), in response to the −5K step change in 
the surrounding atmosphere, Tr remains unchanged as 
expected in (1) since there is no change in the input cooling 
load and in obit, Ta does not affect the simulated nS-SR 
temperature; Tc fluctuates within 2% of its steady state value 
(the absolute overshoot is only 0.25K and agrees with Tr 
well). The effect of the −5K step change in Ta can be seen in 
Fig 7(b) to be primarily taken on by Th during this transient, 
which returns to its steady state value after a few oscillations 
(but no more than ±2K). 

TABLE 4: VALUES OF EPS PARAMETERS 
Parameter (Unit) Symbol Value  
Design specification   
Cooling capacity (W) Qc 10  
Cold-side temperature (K) Tc 300  
Atmospheric temperature (K) Ta 298.15 (25°C)  

TEC parameters   
Seeback coefficient (W/K/A) αt 0.051  
Electrical resistance (Ω) R 2.22  
Thermal conductivity (K/W) K 0.5808  
Specific heat (kg/m3) ρc 2420 
Average density (kJ/kg) cc 0.713 
Geometrical dimension (mm) H×L×W 4.5×40×40 

Plate-fin Heat Sink   
Device dimension (mm) H×L×W 34×82×67.5 
Specific heat (kg/m3) ρh 2610  
Average density (kJ/kg) ch 0.904  

 

(a) Cold-side temperature (b) Hot-side temperature 

               Fig. 7 Effect of −5K change in Ta on fuzzy controlled EPS 

 
(a) Cold-side temperature (b) Hot-side temperature 

                Fig. 8 Effect of +10% step change in Qi on fuzzy controlled EPS 

• Figure 8(a) compares the transient responses of the cold-side 
temperature Tc and the simulated nS-SR temperature Tr to a 
+10% change in Qi. The simulation shows that Tc and Tr  
settle to  the new steady state value of 307 K in 
approximately 320 seconds with little or no significant 
overshoot.  The transient responses of Tc and Tr closely agree 
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with each other; the dynamic tracking errors of Tc with 
respect to Tr is less than 0.25 K. The corresponding transient 
response of the hot-side temperature Th is given in Fig. 8(b). 
Unlike the cold side temperature, Th exhibits a 35% 
overshoot (about 1.4 K) and a pure time delay 230 seconds 
because of the thermal inertia of heat sink as shown in (3). 
This overshoot and delay, however, are acceptable since they 
do not affect the Tc response. 

 
(a) Cold-side temperature (b) Hot-side temperature 

Fig.9 Comparison between Fuzzy and PID EPS control 
 (+10% change in Qi) 

• As compared in Fig.9, the fuzzy controlled Tc and Tr are more 
responsive and with a smaller overshoot than that of a PID 
control when experiencing a +10% step change in Qi. 

IV. CONCLUSION 
We have presented the working principle, operating 

strategies, and fuzzy control algorithm of a ground-based EPS 
for simulating the transient heat radiation of an in-orbit nS-SR 
in an earth atmospheric environment. In addition, we present 
the design of the fuzzy controlled EPS and evaluate its 
performance by comparing the transient temperature responses 
of the ground-based EPS and the real in-obit nS-SR to a step 
change in thermal load.  The results demonstrate that the fuzzy 
controller with the method of hot-side temperature adaptation is 
an attractive alternative to the traditional PID controller. While 
the intelligent fuzzy-logic control method offered here has been 
illustrated in the context of a simple and intelligent EPS (that 
greatly facilitates the testing of nanosatellites before launched), 
it is expected that the method will have potential applications in 
other thermal control systems where TECs and forced cooling 
heat sinks are employed.   
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